
Forecasting UK Retail Food Prices

 This work was commissioned by DEFRA, following an open competition, from a
team from the universities of Exeter and Nottingham.

 The motivation for the study was anxiety about the acceleration in the price of
food that occurred in 2007-08.

 The brief was to supply both a theoretical analysis and an easy-to-use software
forecasting tool that civil servants at DEFRA could operate independently to track
future trends.

 The second part of this brief was fulfilled by James Davidson and Andreea
Halunga of UEBS, adapting Davidson’s econometric package Time Series
Modelling (TSM).
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The Model
Let yt denote the logarithm of retail food prices at date t (monthly observations).
Let x t denote the values of hypothesized drivers at date t (also in logarithms).
We hypothesize a long-run (cointegrating) relationship of the form

y  0  1
′ x.

Accordingly we assume that the latent process
zt  yt − 0 − 1

′ x t

is at worst stationary (exhibits no trend) and short memory (reverts to the mean), and
hence has a role in forecasting future trends.
 The model of dynamic adjustment is a restricted vector error-correction model

(VECM) - a vector autoregression in growth rates, but with the leading equation
containing the lagged disequilibrium term.

Δyt  10  1
′ St ∑j1

k
11jΔyt−j ∑j1

k
12j
′ Δxt−j  zt−1  1t

Δxt  20  Θ2
′ St ∑j1

k
21jΔyt−j ∑j1

k
22j

′ Δxt−j  2t
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Details
1. Δyt  yt − yt−1, etc. These terms capture impact/short run effects.
2. xt is a vector of dimension 6  1, and k  7 months (maximum lag).
3. The 1t and 2t terms represent random shocks/residual effects. (Unobserved, but

estimated along with the coefficients).
4. The error correction term is zt−1.

If   0 then
 if zt  0 food prices yt will tend to fall, ceteris paribus,
 if zt  0 food prices yt will tend to rise, ceteris paribus,

keeping the forecast variable close to its equilibrium relation with the drivers.
5. The elements of the coefficient matrices 1, Θ2,11j, 21j.12j

′ and 22j
′ , j  1, . . .k

were tested for statistical significance and selectively suppressed.
6. Still a large model, with some 154 parameters to be fitted.
7. Estimation of all parameters is by Least Generalized Variance (equivalently,

Gaussian ML) with data for Sept. 1990-Dec. 2010 (244 months).
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The Variables
yt  UK retail food prices index [UKFCPI]

The Drivers xt

1. UK producer (farm gate) prices index [UKPPI]
2. UK average earnings - proxy for retail/distribution costs [Earn]
3. Oil price ($) - proxy for general food production costs. [Poil]
4. World food prices ($) - proxy for the cost of imported food [WFPI]
5. $/£ Exchange rate [ER1]
6. UK unemployment rate - proxy for demand factors [UR]

 The final model contains a second cointegrating relation driving world food
prices, linking these with the oil price.

 Otherwise, the drivers are modelled as a VAR sub-system in growth rates.

 The seasonal dummies St allow intercept shifts for each month in the dynamic
equations for UKFPI, UKPPI, which show seasonal variations.
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 The estimated leading equilibrium relation takes the form

Ẑ  logUKFCPI − 0.63 logWFPI  0.51 logER1 − 0.23logEarn  0.16logUR
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Equilibrium Relation 1

 The estimated ‘loading coefficient’ is ̂  −0.045.
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Forecasting
1. Letting T denote last observed period, an m-step-ahead ex ante forecast to period

T  m is required.
2. The model is closed – contains no exogenous variables, except seasonal dummies.
3. Since the model generates both the target series and the drivers, no need for

supplementary projections.

Dynamic Simulation
1. Draw random numbers to represent the 1,Tj and 2,Tj for j  1, . . . ,m.
 These are bootstrapped – selected randomly from the sample-period residuals,

with replacement..
 Making joint draws of ̂1t, ̂2t

′ ′, preserves the correlation structure of the
sample shocks.

2. Solve the model recursively, for t  T  1, . . . ,T  m,.conditional on observations
dated t ≤ T.

 The solutions are random variables whose distribution is intended to mimic the
actual distribution of the data.

1. Stochastic simulations are easy to compute and behave like a deterministic
forecast on average.
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Monte Carlo Forecasts
1. Repeat the dynamic simulation with a large number of independent draws of

bootstrapped shocks (say, 1000).
2. Compute the quantiles of the distribution of projected paths.

a. The point forecast is generally computed as the median of the distribution (the
value with 50% of replications smaller).

b. The other quantiles define zones of confidence – probabilities of the realized
process lying in the defined interval.

c. Fan charts show these zones, representing probabilities of (working outwards)
40%, 60%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 99%.

3. The chart (below) shows the 12-months forecast for April 2011 to March 2012,
expressed as annualized price inflation.
 i.e., the plot shows the percentage change in the forecast price level relative to

the observed out-turn of 12 months previously.
 The red line is the observed out-turn, for April 2010-March 2012.

4. This particular run cheats slightly since the parameters have been re-fitted to the
full available sample, to March 2012.
However, the differences in the parameters are of small order.
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Forecast Fan Chart for UKFCPI (Annual % Diffs.) with Monte Carlo Quantiles
Actual UKFCPI (Annual % Diffs.)
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"What If" scenarios and impulse response analysis
1. The natural approach is to consider that case where the distribution of a driver

changes – a shift of mean. This could be:
a. A one-period shock to the level.
b. A step change (mean of level changes).
c. A one-period shock to the trend.
d. A change of trend (mean of differences changes).

Note, b. and c. are equivalent!

2. Such changes can be modelled by inserting "dummy variables" into the equation
in question and repeating the Monte Carlo run..

3. Impulse responses can then be computed as the difference of the median forecasts
in the base run and the perturbed run.
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Impulse responses of annualized food price inflation to a 10% 1-period shock to
drivers.
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Impulse responses of annualized food price inflation to 10% step changes in drivers
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